International Politics
Create a Country Assignment

Directions: Answer the following questions. Use your imaginations!

Name of Country:
Name of Capital City:
Primary Language: English,
Population:
Relative Size: (Ex. About the size of Switzerland)
Relative Location: (Which Hemisphere)
Religion:
Urban Population (%):
Major Cities (Name and Population):
Literacy Rate (%):
Un-Employment (%):
Size of Military:
Military Expenditures (% of GDP):
Life Expectancy (years):
Gross Domestic Product (in US $): (Mr. T will fill this in for you)
Natural Resources:

Major Industries:

Agricultural Products:
Disputes – International: (Mr. T will fill this in for you)

Major Geographical Features: Draw a map of the country and draw in features such as lakes, rivers, mountains, grasslands, Ocean and Sea Coasts, Deserts, Forests, etc… Make sure you also draw on the locations of things like cities, roads, railroads, and National Parks, etc… as well. (Make sure you give names to the features as well) (I encourage you working with friends on this so you can place your countries next to each other).

Design a Flag: Design a flag that best represents your country. Attach a half page explanation about the meaning of your flag (Why is it designed/colored the way that it is).